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Growing Roots for a Sustainable Future 

ELIJA THYMES

ABOUT ELIJA FARM

ELIJA Farm is a sustainable, non-profit farm in South Huntington, NY 
committed to using environmentally responsible practices to raise high 
quality, organically grown produce. The ELIJA Farm CSA is dedicated to 
enriching the health and wellness of our community through dynamic 
learning opportunities to its diverse membership. ELIJA Farm subscribes 
to the Farmer’s Pledge, a voluntary program created by the Northeast 
Organic Farming Association of New York. 
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  SEED STORIES BARESE SWISS CHARD
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SHARE PICK-UP CALENDAR

  WEEKLY HARVEST                         Your share will likely include:
Scallions

Swiss Chard

Mint

Hakurei Turnips

Barese Swiss Chard is probably a variety that 
you’ve never seen before. It is different from 
your typical swiss chard because it is actually 
a dwarf variety that is harvested as a whole 
head, instead of just the individual leaves. 
This is no mistake; Barese was bred to grow 
and look like bok choy. The leaves are said to 
taste like bok choy, yet the stems still have that 
more earthy, chard flavor. Barese is a southern 
Italian heirloom from the province of Bari.  
When most people hear “Italian agriculture”, 
they think of olives and grapes; swiss chard 
tends not to come to mind. However, the 
mild spring and winter weather in southern 
Italy, along with the help of greenhouses, 
allows for abundant leafy green production. 
Swiss chard is usually one of those leafy 
greens that people either love or hate. With 
Barese’s milder and more delicate flavor, we’re 

hoping to help turn a new leaf for some of 
those people that aren’t yet on the Swiss 
chard bandwagon. Chard can be prepared 
really simply by adding it to salads and soups, 
sautéing it with garlic and oil, or it can be 
smothered in creamy sauces and served with 
pasta to help mellow out its flavor. We won’t 
judge either way! How will you prepare your 
Barese swiss chard: simply or saucy?  

Cabbage

Salad Mix
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July 4th will still be a normal Saturday pick-up. 
If you cannot pick up your share, contact joy@elija.org in 

advance to arrange for Monday pick-up, otherwise it will be 
donated as usual.
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  MAKE THE MOST OF YOUR SHARE      CRUSTLESS SWISS CHARD QUICHE

INGREDIENTS

• 1 teaspoon olive oil
• 1 bunch scallions, chopped
• 1 bunch swiss chard
• 2 1⁄2 cups shredded cheese

  SIGHTS AND SCENES  FROM THE FARM

Having grown up composting at home, it is second nature for me, 
but I realize that’s not the case for a most people. Trust me though, 
it’s not as scary as it seems and ELIJA Farm is here to help you! 
You know all those food scraps you throw out after preparing the 
vegetables from your CSA share? The cabbage cores, kale stems, 
carrot leaves, butternut squash seeds etc., they’re actually not 
garbage. Neither are your egg shells, coffee grinds, apple cores 
or orange peels. All that organic matter (meaning things that 
were previously alive and are capable of decaying) is the perfect 
recipe for compost! Why do farmers and gardeners love compost 
so much? Because as we grow your vegetables in our fertile soil, 
those vegetables take out nutrients every year, therefore we need 
to replenish the soil. And that’s where compost comes in! We 
compost the debris left over after harvest, like the tall pepper and 
broccoli plants, along with leaves and other organic matter from 
around the farm.  
ELIJA Farm wants to make it easy for you and your family to start 
composting this summer too! Unfortunately, at this time, we can’t 
take member’s food scraps like last year, but we’re still here to 
help teach you. Amazon, Bed Bath and Beyond, and Target, as 
well as many other retailers, sell a variety of containers and pails, 
ranging from discrete and even cute ceramic, metal or plastic pails 
with lids. They can either go on your counter or underneath the 
sink. The lids will keep the smells from being noticeable and will 

help prevent fruit flies from finding the food too. Depending on 
if you have/how big your yard is, there are different options for 
actually composting all those food scraps. You can find a variety 
of compost bins and tumblers at Home Depot, Lowes or any 
gardening store. Simply pour your pail full of kitchen scraps into 
your compost bin and occasionally layer it with leaves or grass 
clippings. Then by next summer you’ll have that new compost to 
grow your own beautiful flowers, herbs or produce. And you will 
have effectively and directly contributed to the fertility of your 
soil and reduced a lot valuable nutrients from being wasted in a 
garbage dump! 

  FARMER'S CORNER     COMPOSTING AT HOME BY JOY DINKELMAN

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Preheat oven to 375 degrees.
2. Wash swiss chard. Cut off the very ends of the stems. 

Roughly chop (leaving stems intact to the chard).
3. Add chopped scallions and Chard to the oil and saute on 

medium heat until stems are tender. Add salt & pepper.
4. Meanwhile, grate 2.5 cups of cheese. Use whatever 

varieties you want/have. Be creative! I used Swiss, Cheddar, 

Parmesan, and Cojito.
5. Whisk eggs. Add milk and cheese. Fold in the scallion/chard 

mixture
6. Pour into a pie dish that has been sprayed with nonstick 

cooking spray.
7. Bake for 35-45 minutes or until golden brown and no liquid 

seeps when you poke it with a knife.
8. Enjoy!

  VEGGIE PROFILE           KALE

  FROM OUR HOUSE TO YOURS      BALSAMIC FETA SALAD

• 4 eggs
• 1 cup milk
• Salt to taste
• Pepper to taste

INGREDIENTS

• 2 tablespoons balsamic vinegar
• 6 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
• Salt to taste
• Pepper to taste
• 1 bag of mixed greens

•  1 cup thinly sliced radishes
• 2 thinly sliced beets
• 1 cup cherry of grape 

tomatoes, halved
• 6 ounces block of feta 

INSTRUCTIONS
1. Put balsamic vinegar, olive oil, salt and pepper into a bowl 

and mix together.
2. Wash the mixed greens, spin dry in a salad spinner.
3. Transfer to a serving bowl.
4. Wash and chop the remaining ingredients.

5. Place remaining ingredients in serving bowl.
6. Crumble desired amount of feta cheese and scatter on top 

of the serving bowl.
7. Add prepared balsamic dressing to salad and toss 

vigorously until well combined.
8. Serve immediately, and enjoy!

Thank you to Jodi Taggart for sharing her Balsamic Feta Salad recipe with us! 

If you'd like to share your recipe with other CSA members simply email your foodie photo and recipe to joy@elija.org.

Kale is an excellent 
source of vitamin A and 
C. Additionally, Kale is a 
good source of calcium and 
potassium. You can have 
a whole cup for only 30 
calories! 

PRODUCE IDENTIFICATION

TIP OF THE WEEK

PRESERVE YOUR GARLIC SCAPES!
Garlic Scapes aren't the only veggie you can freeze to 

get more use out of!
1. Dice up your garlic scapes into small pieces.
2. Place them into a plastic bag, and freeze.
3. Remove them from the freezer whenever you are 

ready to add them to your recipes!

Make sure to check your emails for a link to the 
Homeroom App. By making an account, you will get 
weekly pictures of the produce in your share, as well 

as recipes and more ideas to use it!


